
Rheune was cold. The warning chill of autumn air stung her nose and ears, turning them 

red. Her fingers were like icicles wrapped around the reins and her toes were so frozen in her 

boots she could barely feel them, even with the extra pair of woolen stockings. But mostly, 

Rheune was cold inside. A gnawing freeze emanated from her core and reached hungrily through 

her body like black frost. Its icy tentacles stretched upward into her mind, numbing it. She didn't 

resist the cold; she surrendered to it, gratefully embracing the relief it brought. The only heat that 

touched her radiated from the great dun mare beneath her. 

                Around her, The Floraise blazed with color, the old forest burning its last dregs of 

glory before it decayed into the slumber of winter. At the heart of the Kingdom of Eiraechia, the 

domain of the Floraise stretched wide across the country, reaching from the shores of the 

Sahmuir Sea on the west to the impenetrable Tearbeinn Mountains in the east. Exceptional at any 

time, during the fluxes of spring, and especially fall, its beauty was unrivaled. 

 Rheune and her mare picked their way down one of the old, untamed paths stringing 

down from the mountain heights. The forest's beauty crowded around her, demanding to be 

admired. Leaves, brightly colored in reds, yellows, oranges and every hue in between, blanketed 

the forest floor. Despite the thick carpeting below, the loss did nothing to diminish the full 

canopy above. The densely knitted branches, still heavy with their radiant foliage, denied even 

the tiniest glimpse of the sky above. Sunlight illuminated the tops of the changing leaves, setting 

them aglow and bestowing a soft, otherworldly light to the realm of the forest beneath. The scene 

was enchanting. 

Nothing of its allure touched Rheune. 
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The world around her, bright with life, was muted by her ice which it could not penetrate. 

Only the tiniest shred of awareness held off the freeze, and that shred was entirely dedicated to 

discerning her way. Rheune’s only thought was reaching Rhys, Eiraechia's capital. 

The path twisted at sharp angles among the trees. Underbrush, bushes, ferns and young 

trees just beginning to aspire upward, left unchecked by the Queen's foresters or the frequent 

passing of many feet, spread greedily across the forest floor with no concern for the path. The 

mare, plodding along sleepily, caught her foot on a stringy root crossing the path. A flicker of 

awareness returned to Rheune. She reached down to pat the mare's neck. 

"Easy goes, Anamchara," she whispered gently, the chill receding slightly. Anamchara's 

warmth began to seep first into Rheune's palm and fingers, then up through her thighs and into 

the center of her body. Her heart, her mind, fluttered awake; and screams filled her head. Her 

body quaked and a few tears slipped to her cheek. She groped desperately for the cold, letting it 

slam through her again, all the way out to her fingers and toes, the numb silencing the cries in 

her head. The tears froze on her cheeks. 

 Anamchara snorted and shook her head, her bridle jingling.  She lurched forward as 

Rheune's eyes glazed over again and she became rigid in the saddle, a fresh growth of frost 

trailing behind them. 

***** 

                King Andrin of Eiraechia tilted his head back and closed his eyes. Filtered sunlight 

warmed his cheeks and forehead despite the fall chill. The wind, emboldened by the threatening 

winter, charged through the roof of the Floraise rustling the leaves in a gentle roar. He drank in 
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the music of the sound and the crisp, clean smell of autumn; the unique mingling of cool air and 

dry leaves. 

 "Your Majesty?" 

 Andrin opened his eyes, the impenetrable wall of leaves above him filling his view. Gold 

rained down on him, brightly colored leaves drifting lazily to the ground all around. 

 "Your Majesty?" 

 "Hmm?" Andrin shook himself, forcing himself to turn his attention from the forest’s 

pleasant distraction to the man, well boy really, who was riding alongside him. 

 "The public camping glade, Your Majesty. I've scouted the area ahead and it is currently 

unoccupied. Would you like me to take some soldiers and seal it for your use?" The two men 

were riding at an easy walk in the center of the King's traveling party. Having just concluded the 

summer Progress, the party was following the Botharse road through the Floraise as they made 

their way home to Rhys. Here the trees were spread widely apart allowing plenty of the light 

from above to shine below and when the day was sunny, as it was today, it illuminated the forest 

with a warm, golden glow that made one feel safe, cozy. The light and beauty soaked into 

Andrin's soul, alleviating the heaviness that had settled there three days ago. 

"Are there still raspberries?" 

The scout looked at his king in surprise, confusion covering his earnest face. "My Lord?” 
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 Andrin turned in his saddle to face the boy, who balked at the full attention of the king, 

looking as if he was trying to find a way to kneel in the saddle. With patience, Andrin repeated 

himself for the befuddled scout. "If my memory serves me right, the camping glade on this 

stretch of the Botharse is backed against a bramble of raspberry bushes that produce some 

exceptionally delicious berries. You can't get anything like them in Rhys. It's a bit late in the 

season, but this far south sometimes they hold on. Were there any good looking berries still on 

the bushes?" 

 The scout furrowed his brow, glancing self-consciously at some of the other soldiers 

nearby. He tugged absently at the trim of his uniform. The serious young scout had been keeping 

a sharp eye out for assassins, ambushes, and other potential threats to his sovereign, not fruit. But 

true to his training he had subconsciously taken in every detail of his patrol and needed only to 

bring it to the forefront of his attention. He perked up, daring to smile a little at the King. "Yes, 

yes there were still plenty of ripe looking berries." 

 Andrin smiled at the boy and nodded. "Then, Eyrus, we stop." 

 Eyrus saluted smartly and with a quick hand signal took off at a canter with a handful of 

soldiers on his heels. Andrin smiled warmly after the boy. Normally such a green member of the 

military would not be picked for such a private trip, but he was the son of one of Andrin's old 

and well-trusted guards. 

 The contingent of men traveling with the King was small. Well, small compared to the 

numbers that would usually accompany a king. But for the last leg of the Progress Andrin always 

insisted on as small a party as possible. He wanted to keep his last stop quiet, private. In total, he 
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traveled with eight light foot soldiers, four elite cavalry, and six of his own bodyguards, the 

Shields, and of course, the scout. In his mind he would have felt perfectly secure traveling with 

only his six Shields. They were practically walking weapons on their own, a highly trained and 

highly selective group. Those in the King's inner circle of advisers, however, would not hear of 

it. They were prone to worry and wild fancies of plots, and a king, they said, must take every 

precaution, no matter what the circumstances; besides, how would it look to the public? Andrin 

could only shake his head at them and take whatever concessions he could get. He certainly 

thought six of the realm's most notorious warriors, clad entirely in black, on pure black war 

stallions, would make quite an impression on the public. 

                The King's troupe continued down the road at a steady trot. One of his Shields left his 

spot in the loose circle surrounding Andrin and cantered his horse up beside him. He was dressed 

from head to toe in the deepest black, not a speck of color showing anywhere on his uniform, his 

tack and even his horse matching perfectly. With a long sword at his side and two sabers 

strapped across his back, he was a frightening figure, especially with that thick pink scar crossing 

at a slant from the corner of his left eye down to his chin. 

 "In the mood for something tart, are we?" Boren's voice was deep and gravelly. Andrin 

glanced sidelong at him. He knew General Boren's spot in the Shield's circle was too far back for 

him to have overheard his conversation with the scout, but he had watched over him since his 

birth and knew him better than anyone. 

 "I know we should make up as much-" 



                Boren raised his hand, forestalling him, something very few would dare to do, and 

even fewer would get away with. It was a sign of their deep friendship that Boren could be so 

casual with him. Of course, he'd never presume to do so in front of anyone other than the 

Shields. 

 "I'm glad to see you in better spirits today. Perhaps after you've gorged yourself on 

berries you'll feel up to taking on an old man in a ring." Andrin raised an eyebrow at him but 

Boren only looked ahead and continued in his matter of fact tone. "It isn't good for your form to 

go three days without practice, or," he added more quietly, "for you to have too much time to 

ruminate on goodbyes." He wheeled his black stallion about and returned to his position, the 

circle widening almost imperceptibly and seemingly of its own accord as the rest of the Shields 

seamlessly admitted him. 

 Of course, Boren had noticed. Boren who noticed everything. Andrin's spirits had been 

flagging the last few days, as they always did when his perpetually too short visit was over. The 

interminable rain and bitter wind hadn't helped either. But the sudden break into perfect fall 

weather had helped and, never one to mope, he intended to take every chance to buoy his mood 

back to his usual, happy self. He clicked his tongue and squeezed his mount into a gentle canter, 

the circle of Shields matching his speed. 

***** 

 About half a candle mark later the king and his procession arrived at one of The 

Floraise’s public camping glades. As he rode into the camp, Andrin noted several of his men 

drifting discreetly around the outer perimeter of the glade, light glinting off their lite armor. Commented [CS13]: ? 



 The scout, Eyrus, had already started a fire in the ring that was centered in the glade and 

was sitting before it warming what smelled to be cider. Andrin strode over to him, the reins of 

his horse held lightly in his hand. As the king approached, Eyrus rose and snapped to attention, 

nearly falling over himself in his haste. 

                Andrin grinned at him, "You were right, some deliciously ripe looking berries!" Eyrus 

relaxed a bit and returned a small, lopsided smile. Andrin slapped him on the back of his 

shoulder and continued on to the picket stationed on the left side of the glade, a safe distance 

from the raspberry bushes. Eyrus hadn't been in the king's direct service long, he would settle in 

and learn to relax, though he would likely have to outgrow some of his youthful ardor. 

 As always, the king saw to his own horse. After tying him up, he unsaddled him and 

took a small curry brush to him. The stallion leaned into his strokes and nickered contentedly. 

Andrin smiled and put a little more muscle into his brushing. Andrin's favorite stallion had 

suffered a slight injury during one of their workouts together so Andrin thought it best to leave 

him behind to heal. He missed him, but this was a fine enough beast and he'd enjoyed him. He 

was a gift from a new and ambitious horse breeder who was hoping to get a foot into the market 

of the nobles at court. The chestnut, ostentatiously named Our Sovereign's Star, who he preferred 

to just call, Star, was large but finely boned, well-bred but not the brightest of animals and rather 

high strung. That wasn't unusual for a horse bred for the stables of a noble, and it wasn't the 

breeder's fault that Andrin preferred a different type of mount. He finished by trying to check 

Star's feet, but the stallion flared his nostrils, tossed his head and danced threateningly. Andrin 

shook his head, the beast was too high strung to submit willingly. He left him and let the smell of 

cider lure him back to the fire. 
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                "Mmm, good lad." Andrin gladly took the little mug Eyrus offered. Heat seeped 

through the ceramic and into his cold, stiff fingers. He took a small mouthful and sighed as the 

liquid's warmth made its way through his body. Although the day was nice and they were still a 

decent ways south, it was still late fall so the air was cold. Sitting on a log placed around the fire, 

Andrin took his time finishing his drink, enjoying the tart taste of the apples, the spreading 

warmth and the sunshine on his face. 

 "Well, this is a new way to prepare for a skirmish. I must say, I don't expect it to be very 

productive." Boren had seen to his own horse and after checking over his small contingent of 

Shields had appeared before Andrin to pester him. Andrin cracked one eye open and scowled at 

him.    

                  "Well, I thought with the disadvantage of your age I'd give you a handicap." Boren 

chuckled and offered Andrin a hand up. They made their way to a clear space and both pulled 

their swords, stretching a bit as one of the soldiers used their sword to draw a circle in the ground 

with Andrin and Boren at the center. When the circle was completed, both men lifted their 

swords into a salute and fell easily into their stances. 

Andrin knew his opponent well. Boren had done much of his early swordplay instruction 

and he always attacked first. He wanted to put his old pupil through his paces, bring his mind 

immediately and fully into the task. Boren was not a young man, but it would be a grave mistake 

to assume that hampered his ability at all. He had been a swordmaster for more years than 

Andrin had been alive, and despite being the most senior member of the Shields, he was always 

in fighting condition. But most importantly, he was clever. Clever and fierce as a lion. In a real-

life situation his skills could mean not just the life or death of the monarch, but the stability of 
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the entire kingdom, and he brought that focus into all of his battles, whether they be real, 

practice, or verbal. After only a moment of circling, Boren flew at Andrin with his first attack. 

He was lightning fast and Andrin raised his sword to block out of reflex. Reflex that Boren had, 

quite literally, beat into him. 

 This early into their bout Boren would stick mainly to the prescribed pattern, but he did 

not hold back because he faced the king. Andrin’s muscles tightened, a tingling entering his 

hands around the hilt and traveling up his arms as he absorbed the power of Boren's swing. A 

distinct rhythm of clanging filled the clearing, their swords arcing through the air and meeting 

forcefully, parry after thrust. Andrin let his body relax, losing the tension brought on by days of 

brooding, his mind swallowing it up as he settled into the steady one, two, three sequence of the 

sword work. Boren was right, he'd needed this. Then suddenly, there it was. A slight shift in 

Boren's weight that was contrary to the next step in the pattern. Andrin quickly hopped to the 

side and swept his sword down to block the low blow. 

Jolted from the slight hypnotic state of the early steps, Andrin refocused his attention and 

pushed forward with energy, driving Boren backwards towards the edge of the ring. If he 

managed to push him past the line the bout would be over. 

 Their small party had formed a minor crowd around the ring and were avidly watching 

the intricate dance of their king and one of the country's most renowned swordsmen and modern-

day heroes. Both men were graceful and swift, their movements planned with an economy that 

was efficient but beautiful. With the company's attention riveted on the match and Andrin and 

Boren's only on each other's movements, no one noticed the darkening of the daylight in the 

middle of the afternoon and the feeling of tension and pressure that was building in the air. 
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***** 

 Rheune absently flexed and pointed her feet, stretching her calves. Her fingers trailed in 

the icy creek gurgling along beside the boulder she sat on. She looked down at her hand, 

waggling her fingers, letting the burning prickle of the cold devour her focus and thoughts. Even 

below the surface she could see the bright red the freezing water had turned her already cold 

fingers. Anamchara's bridle jingled as she lifted her head from the creek where she'd been 

drinking, drawing Rheune's attention. 

"Come here, girl," she called softly. 

Anamchara plodded over, cropping the grass and leaves as she came. Rheune reached up 

to scratch her cheeks, the mare's eyes closing in pleasure. "Time to get back on the road." 

Anamchara snorted and tossed her head. "We can't waste time," she said firmly. Rheune stood to 

tighten the girth and swung up into the saddle. Her voice gentled a little, "I know you're tired, but 

we can't stop." The horse bobbed her head and turned back to the trail. The tips of Rheune's lips 

turned up and she patted the mare's neck. "Good girl, Chara." 

• The contrast between outside cold and inner cold in the first paragraph is really nice. 

• Cool when she unthaws and screams fill her head. I’m very intrigued!  Seconded 

• When the king’s scout looks like he’s “trying to find a way to kneel in the saddle.” 

• The horse being named “Our Sovereign's Star” 

• Lots of cool little world-building details (the Queen’s foresters, for instance) 

• Loved the personification of the forest: lots of grasping and glorying and demanding and 

stealing of attention. I’m very intrigued. There's a nice contrasty moment where the glory 

of the forest is described, but none of it touches the MC. 

 

Things that might need a second look:  

• Though I love the fall setting, sometimes I felt I was getting more description than 

content. I still feel like I don’t really know who the king is as a person--one he wants and 

what he fears. I was wondering if this story starts in the right place. 100% agree. I’m not 



even sure we need the first bit from Rheune’s perspective, either. I’m not sure what 

purpose that part was supposed to serve.  

• All the name looked really cool, but some of them could be pronounced so many 

different ways that they tripped me up a little bit while reading. Mainly this was Rheune’s 

name, but another was Eiraechia. 

• We spend a long time on the first page describing how beautiful the scenery is--then 

we’re quickly told that the POV character, Rheune, doesn’t notice it. Only she clearly 

does, since we’re hearing about it from her.  

• Kinda feel like...nothing happens? The intriguing bits are Rheune’s screams, and then the 

end where something is *about* to happen, but a lot of the King’s moments are him 

doing sort of mundane things that show his character a little bit from the outside, but not 

really...in a way that shows who he is (like Aliah said above). Maybe this is all a repeat 

comment haha. The raspberries are interesting, but end up not having any relevance. The 

fight is interesting, but ends up having no relevance. The forest is interesting! But ends 

up having no relevance. 

• There are a few fantasy vs literal mental jumps I had to think, like the MC being 

freezing...I wasn’t sure if she was internally frozen, like traumatized, or literally frozen, 

like ice...and then it turned out to be both, but I was doing lots of mental back and forth 

until that was solidified. 

• Wasn’t sure how the king felt about this right-hand-man he’s fighting with. The language 

both seems to indicate he trusts him without reservation, but also that he does not trust 

him. 

 


